Go Beyond High Definition
4K Ultra High Definition (UHD) has 4 times the pixel count of Full HD*. Experience improved picture clarity, rich and vibrant colours and photographic detail. Cinema-like picture quality and performance at home.

Exceptionally Smart
The newly redesigned Smart Hub takes Smart TV performance to a higher level. With fast boot times and quick access to Live TV, all your content sources and apps, finding entertainment is intuitive - and you only need one remote to control it all.

4K UHD Up-Scaling
Samsung proprietary up-scaling technology enhances your content to near-4K UHD picture quality**. Experience your favourite movies and TV shows with greater picture quality.

UHD Dimming
Divides the TV screen into hundreds of small zones, analyzing each one independently to adjust colour, brightness and sharpness so you can experience better shadow detail and accurate colour when watching your favorite video content.

With 4K UHD resolution, you’ll enjoy a picture with 4 times the detail of Full HD.* The KU6290 also features a Smart TV experience that lets you access your favourite content easily and quickly.
**Picture Quality**
- RGB 3840 X 2160 4K Ultra High Definition
- UHD Up-Scaling
- UHD Dimming
- PurColour
- HDR
- Motion Rate (MR) 120
- Contrast Enhancer

**Smart Features**
- Quad Core Processor
- Smart Hub
- Apps and Games
- Web Browser

**Smart Connectivity**
- TV to Mobile / Mobile to TV Mirroring
- Smart View App (Content Sharing + 2nd TV + App Casting)
- Apps and Games
- Briefing on TV

**Connections**
- 3 HDMI Connections
- 2 USB Connections
- 802.11 AC Built in Wi-Fi

**Audio**
- Dolby Digital Plus
- DTS® Premium Sound / 5.1™ Decoding
- 2 Channel Down Firing w/Bass Reflex
- Multiroom Link

**Included Accessories**
- Remote Control (TM1640A)

---

**PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS**

**KU6290 | UHD TV**

---

**Please visit samsung.com for our latest updates.**
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